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BEATRICE CARDONA  RENATA ELLIS
GRACE CHIU        MABEL LAI
HAI DOAN          BARBARA VANDEN BORRE

Re: Release: 1574
Service Requests: 13181
Programs: PPBASFET, PBPASHST, PPBASUPD, PPIDXHST
CICS Programs PPWIBA2
Copymembers: CPWSRBAS
Include Members: PPPVBAS1, PVPVZBAS
DDL Members: PPPVBAS1, PVPVZBAS, TBBAS00C, TBBAS08A (new)
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: PPIBA20
Forms: None
Table Updates: CICS Help
Urgency: Not Urgent (see Timing of Installation)

This release addresses the following service request:

Service Requests 13181

Currently, the employee’s Foreign Country Code (EDB 1118) and Foreign Province Code (EDB 1120) are captured for history processing, except for the employee’s Foreign Postal Code (EDB 1119).

It is asked that the history process capture the Foreign Postal Code for history processing.

Programs

PPBASFET

Currently, PPBASFET is the “fetch” module for selecting PPPBAS table data for History processing.

The DB2 column name of POSTAL_CODE and its associated Change Flag Indicator (POSTAL_CODE_C) have been added to the SQL Select in section 2000-SELECT.

PPBASHST

Currently, PPBASHST processes change data by data element number for the PPPBAS Table in History processing.

Code has been added to process changes for data element 1119. An initial value of blank is moved to the POSTAL_CODE-C Change Flag Indicator field. An initial value of blank is moved to the data element 1119 (POSTAL_CODE).
Currently, PPBASUPD is the update module for inserting, deleting and updating the PPPBAS table for History processing.

The DB2 column names of POSTAL-CODE and POSTAL-CODE-C have been added to the SQL Update in sections 2000-UPDATE and 3000-INSERT.

PPIDXHST

The program is a standard part of the HDB History Fetch/Update complex.

This module has been modified to include the DB2 column names of POSTAL-CODE and POSTAL-CODE-C in the DB2 FETCH and INSERT statements.

PPWIBA2

This screen processor program has been modified to include the appropriate field label and data for displaying the history data associated with the employee’s Foreign Postal Code.

Copy Members

CPWSRBAS

The POSTAL-CODE field and the associated POSTAL-CODE-C (Change Flag Indicator) field have been added to this copymember.

Include Members

PPPVBAS1, PPPVZBAS

The POSTAL-CODE field and its associated POSTAL-CODE-C (Change Flag Indicator) field have been added to the COBOL Working Storage and the DB2 portion of the Include members.

DDL Members

PPPVBAS1, PPPVZBAS, TBBAS00C

The standard HDB DDL members defining the PPPBAS table and two Views associated with the PPPBAS table have been modified to include new DB2 column names of POSTAL-CODE and POSTAL-CODE-C (Change Flag Indicator).

TBBAS08A (new)

A new ALTER TABLE member has been created to add the DB2 column names of POSTAL_CODE and POSTAL_CODE_C to the PPPBAS table.

CICS Maps

PPIBA20

This map which defines the label fields and data fields for the IBA2 screen has been modified to include the label field and data field associated with the Foreign Postal Code.
To accommodate the display of the Foreign Postal Code label and associated data value, the TRIP Percentage label and associated data value have been moved up one line, and displayed together as a group item with the existing TRIP Duration data value.

**Table Updates**

**CICS Help**

The CICS Screen Level help text (HDBHXBA2) has been modified such that the group label of “TRIP Duration/Pct” has been added to the help screen text.

The CICS Group Level help text (EDB0482G) has been added to the IBA2 screen associated with the group item of “TRIP Duration/Pct”.

**Test Plan**

An installation Test Plan is provided with this release.

**Installation Instructions**

Installation Instructions are provided as a separate document.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is *Not Urgent*.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.

Jackson Quan